SPJ national reopens executive director search

Adams, 2019 after 13 months. Shertzer's accomplishments included shepherding SPJ through the pandemic and negotiating the sale of its Indianapolis headquarters real estate at a nice profit. “McCloskey said he was “sorry to see such an effective leader depart” and also sorry that “volunteer leadership again had no succession plan in place.”

Texas chapter presidents praised Shertzer's leadership as SPJ struggled with issues such as continuing problems with its membership database. “I appreciated John’s calm demeanor and willingness to help,” said Nasrullah, Houston Pro Chapter president. "On more than one occasion I sent him anxious e-mails about the database and the Houston chapter’s surveys into a smooth elevator pitch for SPJ with the core four: We are champions for journalists. We are fighters for the First Amendment. We are important to the people and essential pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is to be “chasing” a running press."

Michael Drudge, president of the San Antonio Pro Chapter, said Shertzer brought “much-needed stability and prudent leadership” to SPJ. Region 12 coordinator Jennifer Ellis commented Shertzer for “stabilizing member surveys into a smooth elevator pitch for SPJ with the core four: We are champions for journalists. We are fighters for the First Amendment. We are important to the people and essential pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is to be “chasing” a running press.”

Quick Hits

• Arlington Conservation Council monthly Zoomer (recorded), “Bin there, dig that: What recyclers should and should not put to the curb,” with Misty Adams, Arlington environmental programs coordinator – 7 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 7. Info.

• GFV PRESA/half-day professional development seminar, “In the Hot Seat: An Exercise in Emergency Communications,” with Catherine Cuellar, John Patterson, Jennifer Moreno, city of Dallas, and Sparkle Bell, APR, strategic communications in various roles during Houston's biggest hurricanes – 9:30 a.m. – 1 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 15. Info.

• FWBG | BRIT -- ¡Celebramos!, Sept. 15-Oct. 15; Gentle Yoga, Sept. 7, 14, 21 and 28; Native Sunflower Plant Talk and Book Signing, Sept. 16; Lunchtime Lecture Series: The Life and Scientific Legacy of Lena Artz, — 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 15, Ridglea Country Club. Info.

All events listed are on SPJ's website; updates on the homepage and Facebook. Next at Fort Worth SPJ – updates on the Homepage and Facebook.

In the days of hot type, a chaser was a running press. The presses were not stopped until the late edition of the newspaper for which they set type. In these times when journalists are assaulted and constantly face layoffs, pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is to be “chasing” a running press.

In these times when journalists are disrespected, condemned, ridiculed, assaulted and constantly face layoffs, pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is to be important to the people and essential to democracy itself. – Roger Simmons

In SEPTEMBER 2022...

Society of Professional Journalists; Fort Worth Pro Chapter
Founded 1946

~ A very big deal for GFV PRESA, ICON 2022 -- Nov. 13-15 – Gnaton Texas

A week in British media, and what it says about inequality and journalism

• Facebook and paying for news
• Will Facebook changes leave news media out in the cold?

An encyclopedia of local anchors who ran for office

Analysis on p. 2

For more information, contact Jennifer B. Mohlenhoff, editorial assistant, at jbmohlenhoff@gmail.com; or call 214-733-9369.
The Texas Center for Community Journalism has received a 25 percent increase in its annual funding. Financial support for the organization, housed on the Texas Newspaper Foundation, which has renewed its $20,000 yearly pledge. The Texas Press Service contributed a fresh $5,000. TCCJ offers support for almost 400 small-town papers. Created by Dr. Tommy Thomason at TCU, it offers free training on a variety of topics vital to small newspapers' survival.

Over the past year, TCCJ director Austin Levetter and contributors from the center have logged more than 3,800 miles to present writing and design workshops at community newspapers statewide. TCCJ also hosted in-person workshops in Stephenville and Austin.

The nonprofit San Antonio Report seeks an “energetic and curious” reporter to cover the education beat. Info.

The series experiments with new ideas, products and resources that could advance community-centered newsrooms. The new team member will lead the monthly experiments, write and edit pieces for rjionline.org and contribute to a newsletter. Go here and search 43228 in staff positions. Two openings at the Dallas Business Journal — reporter and digital producer. The nonprofit San Antonio Report seeks an “energetic and curious” reporter to cover the education beat. Info.
**FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM**

*Why some Texas schools are trying 4-day weeks*

Crisis into catalysis? AP schools grapple with teacher shortage

... "It's a mandate," says Dr. Tom O’Herron, superintendent. Follow-up to Keller schools pull Anne Frank. Bibles from theaters. Sexual assault in prison. Overwhelmed mental health system fails to help.

**FORT WORTH REPORT**

Married 67 years, daughter captured their final days

Code violations concentrated in FW’s most impoverished neighborhoods

It has been 50 years since journalist Liz Cheney, the San Antonio Express-News, The Texas Tribune, ProPublica and The Rappler, an independent news organization in the Philippines founded and publishing two opinion columns criticizing billionaire J.D. Vance, here.
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The San Antonio Express-News, The Texas Tribune, ProPublica and The Rappler, an independent news organization in the Philippines founded and publishing two opinion columns criticizing billion